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Hang Around the Honeysuckle
Deer stomach and diet research promises to provide
information dear to the hearts of deer hunters.
By Les Seago
MSU Research Reporter

Deer hunters can probably im
prove their luck this winter if they
hang around soybean fields and
honeysuckle thickets, biologists at
Memphis State say.
"That seems to be what makes up
the bulk of their diet in this area,"
said Floyd Weckerly, a candidate
for a doctoral degree in biology. "I
would say that hunters would find
this information to be helpful."
Weckerly and Dr. Michael L.
Kennedy, a professor of biology
and anexpert onTennessee wildlife,
have recently completed a threeyear deer diet study for the Tennes
see Wildlife Resources Agency.
During the study, Weckerly
examined thecontents of more than
1,000 deer stomachs and recorded
what he found according to the
season.
The biologists found that soy
beans and honeysuckle were the
overwhelming choice of feeding
deer. Other preferreditems on their
menu included elm leaves, mush
rooms and persimmons.

Knowing what kind of food this
fellow eats will help wildlife agen
cies control herd sizes in West
Tennessee and elsewhere.

The researchis beingused by the
TWRA as a tool in its management
of West Tennessee's growing herd
of whitetail deer.
Harold Hurst, the agency's West
Tennessee manager, said some
areas ofWest Tennesseeare nearing
their deer capacity because of a
shortage offood and the probability
of damage to agricultural crops.
The agencyhas traditionallyused
a "browse survey" to determine
how many deer an area can safely
handle, Hurst said.
"We send our people to check the
browse or the plants that deereat,"
Hurst said. "There's preferred
browse, common and emergency
browse. If we see that the deer are
eating on the plants that they will
eat only to keepfrom starving, then
that's an indicator that we're at
capacity."
Hurst saidagency biologistshave
been concerned that the browse
study was not a valid indicationfor
West Tennessee because of the
heavy agricultural activity in the
region. Deer will turn to corn, soy
beans and otherfarm crops regard
less of the availability of natural
woodland browse, he said.
"What they have done at Mem
phis State tends tosupport what we
thought," Hurst said. "Thattells us
that our browse survey isn't a good
indicator because it shows that the
deer are gettinginto the soybeans."

To conduct his study, Weckerly
took a standard-size sample from
the rumen or first stomach of deer
killed by huntersor wildlife officers
in Fayette, Haywood and Harde
man counties between 1984 and
1987.
Deer stomachs,like those of cows,
have fourchambers toprocess their
food.
"In the rumen we can identify
what the animals are feeding on
because the plants haven't been
thoroughly digested yet,"Weckerly
said.
Much of the food matter can be
identified simply by comparing it
with plant samples, Weckerly said.
But frequently he had to resort to a
microscope to identify partially
digested itemsas small as twomilli
meters square.
Weckerly found soybean leaves
and fruit in 60 percent of the deer
killed in the fall, he said. Honey
suckle was found in 57.6 percent of
the fall samples.
Other fall food items, in order of
occurrence, were: elm leaves and
honey locust fruit, 36 percent; per
simmon fruit, 35 percent; greenbrier leaves and fruit, 34 percent;
mushrooms, 29 percent; milo, 27
percent; corn,20 percent;muscadine
leaves and fruit, 13percent; poison
ivy, 12 percent.
In the winter, when food isharder
to find, 87 percent of the deer had
continued on page 31

Unclogging the Waterways
Researchers hope achemical treatmentwill puta hold
on hydrilla, an aquatic plant-pest that blocks lakes,
ponds and streams across the South.
By Les Seago
MSU Research Reporter

A chemical commonly used by cotton farmers
may be effective in controlling some aquatic
weeds that clog Southern ponds and streams,
scientists at Memphis State have found.
"What we may have is a birth control pill for
the hydrilla," said Dr. Stephen J. Klaine, an
associate professor of biology. "We have a fair
amount of research left to do, but we do know
that thiscompound will control the reproduction
of the hydrilla."
Working in a laboratory, Klaine and senior
biology student Barbara Knowles, have used
Thidiazuron, a cotton defoliant, to slow hydrilla
reproduction. The hydrilla is one of several
aquatic plants that have become nuisances in
Southern lakes, ponds and streams.
Biologists say rapidly spreading hydrilla
plants can turn a pond into a mass of floating
vegetation or block a creek or drainageditch in a
matter of months.
"In the South, the hydrilla chokes waterways
so you can't get a boat through," Klaine said.
"In Florida, it causesflooding because the water
can't drain."
He said the plants spread rapidly because
fragments torn off by boat propellers quickly
take root in new locations. Since 1960, the
hydrilla hasspread from Florida to the Potomac

Dr. Stephen Klaine has used birth control "pills"
to slow thegrowth of hydrilla, plants that choke
ponds and block creeks.

River and westward to California's Imperial
Valley.
The hydrilla was brought to the United States
from Africa to decorate the aquaria of tropical
fish fanciers, Klaine said. The plants found a
favorable environment in American ponds and
streams, he said, and now threaten to force out
native plants.
The spread of hydrilla has become an expen
sive problem to farmers and government agen
cies, says Leon Bates, a project manager at the
Tennessee Valley Authority'saquatic plant pro
gram in Muscle Shoals, AL.
"The bottom line is, we consider hydrilla a
greater threat in the realm of aquatic vegetation
than anything we have," Bates said. "It is
capable of completelyclosing off apond or small
lake in just a very short time."
Bates said the hydrilla has become a major
problem at the agency's Guntersville Reservoir
in Northeast Alabama.
"Last year, hydrilla increased at Guntersville
from 160 acres in1985 to more than 1,300 acres
at the end of 1986," Bates said. "By the end of
this year, we could easily have 3,000 acres or
more of the stuff in the lake."
Bates saidthe plant will spread to downstream
reservoirs such as Lake Pickwick and Kentucky
Lake within a few years if the hydrilla is not
stopped.
"We don't want to eradicate the plants,"
Klaine said. "They are necessary because they
transform light into chemical energy. They
produce oxygen, and they form the base of the
7

food chain. We want aquatic plants but wedon't
want them to overload the sytem."
Klaine said hydrilla control methodsinvolved
harvesting, use of herbicides or the introduction
of weed-eating fish into the waterway.
"Most of the treatments are only marginally
successful," he said."Herbicides are expensive,
and they are environmentally expensive."
Klaine, who has been studying aquatic plant
control for eight years, said his efforts have
concentrated on controlling the hydrilla's repro
duction.
Klaine found that the hydrilla put out small
potato-like growthscalled tubers when the days
grew shorter in the fall. Tuber production is
stimulated by a plant hormone called abscisic
acid.
In the spring, as the days grow longer and the
water warms, Klaine said, the tubers put out
new plants.
"In the early 1980s, we were looking for a
compound that would be antagonistic to the
production of abscisic acid," Klaine said. "We
were looking for something that would reverse
the effect of abscisic acid."
Klaine and Knowles learned that ethylene, a
hormone produced when plant is under stress,
slowed or stopped formation of abscisic acid and
limited tuber growth.
Thidiazuron, manufactured by the Nor-Am
Agricultural Chemical Co., stimulated the for
mation of ethylene, the Memphis State
researchers found.
"They spray this on the cotton, just before it's
time to harvest," Klaine said. "The leaves fall
off, and it's easier to pick thecotton. We thought
that if it does that to cotton, maybe it will work
on hydrilla."
Working 'n their laboratory at Memphis State,
Klaine and Knowles learned that a single treat
ment with Thidiazuron wassufficient to control
hydrilla reproduction for a year.
"The plant doesn't die, it just doesn't repro
duce," Kr.owles said. "Since hydrilla tends to
take over '-'herever it is growing, it will allow a
single treatment to give a chance for native
plants to grow back."
Klaine said his research now is aimed at
learning whether the chemical is harmful to
other aquatic plants and fish.
It may be several years before the chemical
can legally be used to control hydrilla, he said.
"We arelooking at the process, notthe market
ing of this compound," Klaine said. "But we
hope toestablish a control, not an eradication of
hydrilla."
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We consider
hydrilla a greater threat
in the realm of aquatic
vegetation than anything
we have. It is capable of
completely closing off a
pond or lake. . ."
-Leon Bates, Tennessee
Valley Authority

We don't want to
eradicate the
plants. . . They produce
oxygen, and they form the
base of the food chain. We
want aquatic plants but
we don't want to overload
the system."
-Dr. Stephen J. Klaine,
MSU

Hydrilla must be harvested period
ically to keep waterway 's clear.

Weighty Fears
Fear of fat fans the tobacco flame among many
smokers who would like to quit, according to an MSU
psychologist. Their fears may be justified, he says.
By Les Seago
MSU Research Reporter

Fear of gaining weight isa major
factor in many smokers' decision to
continue smoking,a MemphisState
University psychologist says.
Dr. Robert C. Klesges, a former
smoker who himself worries about
his weight, said women smokers
are morelikely than men to continue
their cigarette habit because of con
cern about extra pounds.
"A lot of research on how to get
people to stop smoking has ignored
weight control as a factor," said
Klesges, 34, an associate professor
of psychology who has been study
ing smokersand smokingfor seven
years.
"Our (research) subjects have
been telling usall alongthat weight
control is a major reason why they
continue smoking, and we haven't
been paying attention," Klesges
said.
Klesges said most anti-smoking
programs do not address the
weight-gain issue.
He said about one-third of the
smokers interviewed during the
research say weight controlis a key
factor in their use of cigarettes.
Klesges recently completed two
studies in which more than 650
young single woman,eight pounds
is serious."
Klesges said scientists do not
know why people gain weight when
they stop smoking.

"There is some evidence thatthe
metabolism changes for a short
time," he said. "If that is true, just
maintaining the same diet will
result in a weight gain."
Klesges said an effective stop
smokers and non-smokers were
questioned about their attitudeson
weight gain and health.
Klesges said he found that indi
viduals who were worried about
gaining weight were usually unwill
ing toconsider ending their smoking
habit.
"The number one predictor of
people who have not attempted to
quit was weight control," Klesges
said. "Current smokers were 10
times more likely to believe that
weight control was important than
ex-smokers were. These are people
who say 'Not only will I not quit, I
won't try'," Klesges said.
The psychology professor said
smokers who had never tried to
stop smoking were 470 times more
likely to believe weight control was
important than smokers who had
tried to stop their habit.
Klesges said the fear of weight
gain is not exaggerated.
"We used to say that one-third of
the people who stopped smoking
would gain weight,one-third would
lose weight and one-third would see
no change," Klesges said. "But we
didn't have anything to back that

up."
He said scientific studies have
shown that 65 percent of thosewho
stop smokinggain weight, although
for many, the gain is insignificant.
"We used to pooh-pooh the
weight-gain excuse, but it is real,"
Klesges said. "If you take a 180pound man whodoesn't worry about
gaining eight pounds, you can con
vince him to stop smoking. But, if
you're talking about a 105-pound
smoking program may have to be
tailored to attract those who fear
weight gain more than cancer or
other effects of tobacco.
continued on page 31

"We used to pooh-pooh
the weight-gain excuse,
but it is real. If you take a
180-pound man who
doesn't worry about gain
ing eight pounds, you can
convince himto stop smok
ing. But, if you're taking
about a 105-pound young
single woman, eight
pounds is serious."
-Dr. Robert C. Klesges,
MSU.
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"We think there were four big chiefdoms in this area.
Maybe 1,000people lived in this particular village at its
height. Like the spokes of a wheel, it was part of a large
group."
-Dr. David Dye, MSU

In the Realm of the
Quapaw
Unearthing the lost civilization of the "H™*™ +
people," Dr. David Dye sees bustling village streets"
cottonwood forests and a huge lake where now a
of
soybean fields dominates.

By Gary Garth

These seated human effigies are
ypica/ of the pottery made by ina itantsof a 16th century eastern
A Kansas village being excavated
°y Dr. David Dye.

To the untrained eye, the farm
land east of Hughes, AR, about 50
miles southwest of Memphis, has
few distinguishing characteristics.
Machine sheds and grain silos dot
the landscape.Soybeans and cotton
fields rule the land.
Yet, where agriculture is king,
this Mississippi Delta bottomland
yields more than crops. The secrets
of an ancientcivilization lie beneath
the flood plain, and through the
work of Dr. David Dye, assistant
professor of anthropology at Mem
phis State,the lifestyleof Arkansas'
early inhabitants is being unearth
ed.
Archaeologists estimate that ap
proximately 500 years ago the Qua
paw, or"downstream people," made
this region their home, according to
Dye, who began a long-range
research effort on the Prothohistoric
site in 1987 with 12 weeks of field
work.
He anda handfulof MSU archaeo
logy students began excavations
on the 10-acre site, and their preli
minary work is adding to the grow
ing list of information about how
the Quapaws lived—information
ranging from their diet to thestruc
ture of their vanished society.
Dye, bearded and trimat 38, offers
a guided tour of theformer Quapaw
village. Flanked by a 20th-century
pig sty and a sea of soybeans, he
maps out an unlikely place for a
village.
An occasional passing farmvehi
cle and the buzz of insects—a per
petual annoyance—break the sil
ence. "By lookingat this area now,
it's hard to imagine what it looked
like in the 1500s," said Dye. "We
think there was a big, open lake on
the north side, which extended
around to the east. Also, we think
there was a slough to the south.

"This area," he said, pointing to
the eastalong astill-distinguishable
ridge, "wasa peninsula,surrounded
on three sides by water."
Centuries ago, long before Euro
peans made their way to North
America, the Mississippi River
skirted the northeast edge of this
ridge. Theriver continued its mean
dering ways, leaving a lake. Today
remnants of the ridge, lake bed,
and river channel are evident.
The terrain, Dye believes, was
forested with cottonwoods and
cypress. The land entrance to the
peninsula, the west end, was
guarded by a wooden stockade to
protect the encampment from raid
ing parties. The villagers, working
without the aid of horses or oxen as
beasts of burden had yet to be
introduced to this area, worked to
gether tilling the soil.
Today, air-conditioned tractors
trailing planters and bed mulchers
cultivate the land while cottonpickers and combines reap the
bounty. Fivecenturies agothe tools
were different but, relatively speak
ing, the results were the same.
"These people,"said Dye, looking
over a modern-day soybean field,
"were really ingenious in their way
of food-gettting. In the spring, the
men would go out in the field and
help clear the land and get it ready
for planting, then the women came
out helping with the planting. And
the women would do a lot of the
harvesting. It was very efficient."
Dye would like to see future
excavations to determine the exact
location of the fields, and he has
some ideas on how to accomplish
that task. "If people were going out
to work in the field, they would
probably sharpen their hoes out
there, so we should find hoe chips."
Dye noted another timely point:
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By Tom Foster, CISR

An artist's sketch of the village Dye
is excavating. The village was built
in the 1500s on what was then a
peninsula along the Mississippi
River.
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"We should find certain kinds of
pottery where people were carrying
water bottles. If we were working
out there, we'd take something to
drink out of."
An ancient lake bed lies north
from the peninsula. Here, Dye ex
plained, cypress dugout canoes—
war crafts capable ofcarrying 60 to
70 men—were kept ready.
"This would havebeen a shallow
lake, about 10 to 15 feet deep, and it
would have come right along the
edge of thevillage," he said, sweep
ing his arm across the scene."There
would have been canoes tied up all
along here, probably lots of them.
There could be canoes buried out
there in the field somewhere."
This was a very advanced and
structured culture,according toDye.
Hollywood's image of Indians in
screaming scenes of savagery
stands in poor light in view of the
facts beingrevealed by 20th-century
archaeological work. The people
who lived here were clever and
productive. They had only their

muscle and creativity on which to
rely and they not only existed, but
flourished.
"We think there were four big
chiefdoms in this area," Dye ex
plained. "Maybe 1,000 people lived
in this particular village at its
height. Like the spokes in a wheel,
it was part of a larger group."

"Have you seen all the
pigs? At lunchtime we
throw them our water
melon rinds and watch
them go into a feeding
frenzy. It's the highlight
of the day."
-Andrew Buchner, grad
uate student

Laborious work by Dye and his
students is helping the group piece
together not only the social struc
ture, but the daily activities of the
former inhabitants. The work is
time-consuming. Excavation sites
are unearthed in pits dug a precise
two meters square. Exactness is
required, aseach step of the excava
tion is carefully documented.
"You have to control so much of
the site,"Dye said,"that therecord
keeping is incredible. It's like an
accounting department,only worse.
We've created our own bureau
cracy."
Descending 10 centimeters - a
mere four inches or so - at a time,
the students learn fascinating de
tails about life in the 1400s and
1500s.
Graduate student Andrew
Buchner is workingin a unit at the
east end of the peninsula. When a
house stood on this spot, the breeze
from the lake helped negate the
summer's heat; in winter, people
stayed inside by the fire. Today,
without the benefit of even a shade
tree, Buchner constructs a make
shift lean-to designed to prevent
the sun from drying his unit. It is
marginally effective.
Using histrowel, Buchner shaves
the bottom of his work area as
gently as a man shaves his whisk
ers. He exposes an area of clay
mixed with charcoal. "This is a
wall that's fallen," he observes,
"not a house floor."
The facilities at this Arkansas
site are first-class, according to
Buchner, who expected tosleep in a
tent or bunkhouse but was very
pleased to find an air-conditioned
house completewith TVand a VCR:
"It's really pretty easy," he said.
"We live in total luxury."
Buchner's only real complaint
concerns a group literally hogging
up the countryside.
"Have you seen all thepigs?" the
Dallas native asked. "At lunchtime
we throw them our watermelon
rinds and watch them go into a
feeding frenzy. It's the highlight of
the day."

On this particular day, Buchner
was a bit annoyed at pig protocol.
During the night a contingent
searching for goodies rooted up
carefully bagged soil samplesfrom
the digs,spilling debris and ruining
much work. The evidence, Buchner
said, was clear: "You see the foot
prints?"
At many sites the water needed
to wetthe dig areasmust be pumped
in. Here, it is as close as thefaucet.
Dye once lived in a cave while at a
dig, and he views his current sur
roundings as rather hospitable. A
pole barn with a concrete floor,
running water and 100-degree heat
may sound like less-than-ideal con
ditions, but archaeologists learn to
appreciate life's simpler offerings.

rather clumsy,"said Dye."Because
small items such as seeds and fish
scales were overlooked but deer
bones and other large debris were
noted, the true range of Indian diet
remained an open question forlater
research. We're finding plenty of
persimmon seeds.Also, lots of fish."
The discovery of fish remnants
answers one question and opens
another. If fish were amajor part of
the diet, water must havebeen close
at hand.But 20th-centuryfishermen
armed with digital depth finders,
ful-flex boran fly rods and doublehoned treble hooks sometimes bring
home an empty creel. How did the
Quapaw catch fish?
"We know from bone hooks we
have found that they were used,"

"Women were looked at with a certaindegree of awe,
possibly because of their ability to bear children. . . A
man went to live with the wife in her village, and he
entered her clan.If he got kicked out, he had to go back
to live with the clan of his mother or sister."
-Dr. David Dye
"We have running water, a paved
road, a covered place to work, a
good laboratory and a good fishing
hole down the road," Dye said.
"And the landowners have been
extremely helpful and cooperative.
I can't see leaving here and going
somewhere else.This isa long-term
project. I can see being here10 to15
years."
Much of the earth removed from
the units is subject to flotation, or
screening. The materialis placed in
a screened-bottom box; the box is
deposited inside a 55-gallon drum,
which contains a water jet appa
ratus.
The drum is partly filled, and a
jet of water separates the dirt from
valuables such as bones, seeds and
fish scales, revealing centuries-old
secrets.
To the expert eye, fish scales,
pottery chips and bone fragments
are a menu, of sorts,of the Quapaw
diet. "Early excavationefforts were

said Dye."And we believetrot lines
came from the Indians."
Dye noted that village life was
very ordered. Researchers believe
that the configuration of villages
was often determined by seasonal
transitions of the sun and moon.
Standing near the siteof the ancient
stockade and pointing east, Dye
reconstructed this particular vill
age.
"Standing on the mound, there
would have been five more mounds
out in front of you.I'd liketo be here
during thesummer solsticeor vernal
equinox and run some tests. The
shadows would run straight down
there, I bet."
Family life was important to the
people of eastern Arkansas and,
despite the macho Indian image
Hollywood has created, women
played a major role in the Quapaw
society. "Women were looked at
with a certain degree of awe, possi
bly because of their ability to bear
children," said Dye.
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"It wasa separatebut equalsitua
tion, but women certainly had a lot
of power. They defined what aman's
clan, or family, was. A man went to
live with the wife in her village, and
he entered her clan. If he got kicked
Dr. David Dye sayshe learned
out, he had to go back to live with
the clan of his mother or sister. to appreciate the life of the
Indian as a Boy Scout and, on
Kinship was very important."
Advice from the women—especi his own, "picking up arrow
ally those of the ruling classes— heads at Sardis Lake (MS) as a
was often sought in tribal matters, kid, when the fish weren't bit
Dye note."They were called 'beloved ing. We'd hear tales as we sat
women,' and were held in high around the campfire. It also
esteem," he said.
fired my imagination, and I'd
Pottery of the period also tells ask: 'Who were these people?
much about the natives, Dye said, Were they like me?"'
and it helps identify the people of
different villages as they were
absorbed into other groups or be
came extinct. "The best way to
identify these people is through
pottery," said Dye. "The pottery
found at his site may be compared
with examples—pottery from an
identified group in a specific
In 1500, towns and temples
period—and references made as to
thrived along the Mississippi.
tribal or clan identification."
Area landowners have made a
Societies were well developed,
collection of pottery available to
rules were followed and, Dye
Dye. Items range from shallow
estimates, approximately
vessels with batand human effigies,
250,000 people lived in theMidto smaller-scale bowls for children.
South.
"I think they had all kinds of
Commerce was limited
rules in the villages,"he said."Only
among the population but
certain people could wear certain
brisk. Traders,chieftain class
kinds of tattoos or certain hair
persons, or delegates seeking
styles. That's one of the reasons I
an alliance or accommodation,
want to look at thecomplete pottery
were theusual "tourist"groups
vessels. Theyhave human portraits
on them."
of the day. It would not have
Now, there is a sense of urgency
been uncommon for travelers,
to proceed with excavation work
via footpath or canoe, to have
before the unearthed history of the
traded or negotiated with
Quapaw and their contemporaries
people asfar away as northern
is lost. Agricultural and housing
Alabama or eastern Okla
demands arequickly reshaping the
homa.
landscape and literally burying the
Inland Indians such as the
sites forever. Meanwhile, amateur
Quapaw would have prized
"pothunters" are stripping dwind
shells
traded to the Alabama
ling sites of historically valuable
tribes by the Biloxi Indians of
pottery and implements.
"What we are findingis valuable,
the Gulf Coast, for example.
and getting more so," said Dye,
And held in great value every
"because much of it won't be avail
where werepotions and power
able even 50 years from now. There
ful magic.
is a feeling that it's going fast."
"Indians would pay good
prices for new songs or magical
chants," Dye said.
Today, this once-bustling
society is revealed only
through excavations and stu-

Rise and Fall of the Quapaw
dies like those near Hughes.
What happened to the Mississippian peoples?
Their decline began in May
1539, when Spanish adventur
er Hernando deSoto began his
trek through the Southeast. The
European diseases carried by
the conquistadors decimated
the Indian civilization. Two
hundred years after de Soto's
arrival, only a shadow of the
Quapaw and their counterparts
greeted French and English
explorers.
"If the Europeans had not
come in, these people would
have survived," said Dye."But
in the space of a decade, entire
villages were depopulated."
De Soto and his 600 men
were traveling overland in
their search for silver and gold
and were in frequent contact
with the natives, according to
Dye. By the time they crossed
the Mississippi River south of
modern-day Memphis in 1514,
they had a well-earned reputa
tion for terrorizing thenatives.
Historians differon deSoto's
status. Was he the brave
explorer of old schoolhouse
histories, or was he, as some

revisionist historians suggest,
just an uncommon criminal?
Armed with vicious mastiff
dogs, horses, firearms
and a
lust for gold, his drivethrough
the Mid-South was marked by
brutality, said Dye.
"I don't know why he should
be so honored," he said of de
Soto, whose nameis affixed to
street signs,counties and com
munities throughout the MidSouth. "His men captured
Indians and enslaved them as
bearers, and raped their
women."
Realizing the invaders'
cruelty and lust for gold and
silver, clever Indian leaders
would tell deSoto and his men
that the treasures they sought
were always further on, past
their village.
The natives attempted to
tame thevisitors with a special
diet. "It was recorded that the
Indians oftenfed them rabbit,"
Dye said. "This was because
the Indians,with their animal
spirit orientation, believed the
timidness of the rabbit would
in turn make the invaders
timid."
The diet, of course, did not

work. De Soto continued his
trek, found no gold and died
June 20,1542, about100 miles
southwest of Dye'sexcavation
site. A legacyof European dis
eases, for which the natives
had little or no immunity, laid
waste to entire societies.
Just a century later, as the
French and English entered
the region, many villages and
towns had completely disap
peared.
However, to call the
vanished people a failed
society is to do them an in
justice, Dye says.
Cultures across the world do
not develop simultaneously
and cannot be measured by
the same stopwatch. Groups
may coexist, but be in different
phases. The people along the
Mississippi River were in a
pretechnical, chieftain phase;
the Europeanshad passed that
stage and were in technical,
nation-state phase at the time
of contact.
It was a fateful meeting.
Because the Indians had
little technology and did not
have the use of draft animals
to develop trade, travel and

substantial dwellings and for
tifications, eachindividual had
to stay busy with thedetails of
everyday life.
"There was less specializa
tion," Dyesays. "For example,
there was no artisan class
strictly concerned with pottery.
Other societies of a technical
bent had morepeople with time
on their hands, and so, as in
all societies where the rulers
fear large idle populations,
they were put to work.
"So we have things like the
pyramids of Egypt and the
Great Wall of China. These
structures weren't just for pro
tection or the glorification of
rulers; they also served the
purpose ofkeeping peoplebusy.
They were theWorks Progress
Administration of their day."
De Soto, cruel, canny and
bold, was able to carve out his
route because at the critical
historical juncture he and his
men held the technical edge.
What if the Indians had
reached an equivalent stage?
"The results would have been
decidedly different, for all of
us," Dye said.

Meet the DINKs*
""Double-Income,
No-Kids couples

Self-serving money-worshippers?Don't be soquick
to judge these"yuppies of the 1980s" harshly, says the
chairman of MSU's home economics department.
By Laurie Finn

"A

-T3.S a society, we still expect individuals to grow up, get
married, have children and live happily ever after. They (DINKs)
are willing to say that's not for them."
-Dr. Dixie Crase, MSU
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They are young, attractive, mar
ried and moving up fast in their
careers.
They livein luxury,drive instyle,
shop at the best stores, and when
they can get away from their 50- to
60-hour workweeks, they jet away
to a vacation in Tahiti or the Carib
bean. And they don't have kids.
These are the "DINKs": doubleincome, no-kids couples. They work
hard for their money and spend it
lavishly on themselves. They have
opted for the freedomand financial
independence of childless marriage.
And, accordingto Dr.Dixie Crase,
chairman of the home economics
and distributive education depart
ment at Memphis State, these
"yuppies of the 1980s" choose not
to have children because of the
accompanying demands on their
time and money.
"They have looked at what happens to people in careers and how
commitment to children and fam
ilies can at some point be either a
distraction or a strain.They're real
istic enough to know that's how it
is," she said.
While some people might think
DINKs areself-serving money-wor
shippers, Crase is quick to defend
them. "It would be easy to assume
that these are rather selfish people
who don't really careabout others;

that all they really care about is
money. While there are some who
are like that, they are definitely
among the minority of DINKs."
Most DINKs aresimply delaying
their families, not excluding them
entirely, according to Crase, who
says very few couples actually go
through life without ever having
children. The decision to postpone
child-bearing and child-rearing
generally develops as the degree of
career success rises, rather than as
part of an established plan.
"It would be pretty unusual for a
couple to sit down while they're
dating orwhen they'refirst engaged
and say, 'Okay, let's decide on no
children.' They end upeither really
enjoying their work or are highly
rewarded by what they do. The
general rule seems to be that they
simply decide to stay with their
careers for a while," Crase said.
From the woman's point of view,
the decision makes professional
sense. The woman who dropsout of
the labor market to start a family
runs the risk of missing that next
step on the career ladder or not
getting there as quickly or easily.
"Statistics suggest that the time
period between 25 and 35 years of
age seems to be the most critical in
terms of whether you get the right
promotions and so on. Traditioncontinued on page 31
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Will It
or
Won't It?
"People ask,'What does that have todo withhumans ?'
And I tell them that it really has very little to do directly
with humans."
-Ray Semlitsch, MSU, on his work with salamanders

Only a Salamander
Knows For Sure
Some of the lizard-like amphibians sprout legs
and take to the land, others keep their gills to
themselves and stay happily in the water. Biologist
Ray Semlitsch means to get to the bottom of it.
By Les Seago
MSU Research Reporter

Why, Ray Semlitsch wonders, do
some salamanders lose their gills
and forsaketheir aquatic homes for
dry land whileothers remainin the
pond to producenew generations of
Ambystoma talpoideum?
"We seesalamanders of thesame
species take a different life cycle,"
says Semlitsch as he sketches on a
blackboard in his Memphis State
laboratory. "Some of them develop
naturally, shed their gills and fins
and leave the pond.
"But the external body develop
ment of somewill stop,even though
their gonadal or reproductive deve
lopment will continue," said Sem
litsch. "We callit paedomorphosis."
Semlitsch, an assistant professor
of biology, has been trying to solve
the riddleof the paedomorphicsala
mander since his graduatestudent
days at the University of Georgia
eight years ago. He came to Mem
phis State a year ago following a
two-year research associate position
at Duke University.
Semlitsch calls himself a popula
tion ecologist, a basic scientist.
"Basic scientists work on con
cepts," he says. "Applied scientists
work on specific problems or sys
tems."
Semlitsch is accustomed to
glassy-eyed stares when he tells
people that he works with salaman

ders, which resemble lizards
although they are more closely
related to the frog.
"People ask,'What does that have
to do withhumans?' And I tell them
that it really has very little to do
directly with humans," he said.
"But the concepts I study can be
used by applied biologists," hesaid.
To study the phenomenon of
paedomorphosis in salamanders,
Semlitsch has set up a miniature
ecosystem or "mesocosm" in 48
metal tanks normally used towater
cattle.
Each tank,filled with pond water
and leaf litter, was stocked with
salamander eggs.Semlitsch varied
the number of eggs in each pond so
he can study theeffect of population
density on development.
In some of the tanks, the water
level remained constant, but in
others, thewater wasslowly drained
to simulatethe naturaldrying cycle
of some natural ponds. Semlitsch
in each tank.
In some tanks, Semlitsch has
found, the salamanders go through
the normal metamorphosis from
eggs to larvae to adult. The larvae,
equipped with gills, finsand a long
tail, growfor several months before
developing functionallegs for their
terrestial excursion.
continued on page 32
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Let's Get Fiscal

TON
ISION

Rising costs, concerns about waste, and consum
erism have boosted accountants as hospital managers
- and placed them in the middle of a power struggle
with physicians.
By Les Seago
MSU Research Reporter

"T>
JT hysicians in the past had almost complete autonomy. Now, the demands of the
stockholders and taxpayers, and changes in the Medicare program and in the way
insurance companies pay for services have given the accountant a great deal of power in the
health care field."
-Dr. L. Gayle Rayburn, MSU

By Carol & Don Reber, MSU Art Services

Accountants have taken away
from physicians some of the power
they once exerted in running hos
pitals as demands for greater eco
nomy in the nation's health care
system increasing, according to a
Memphis State professor.
"Under present conditions,
healthcare institutions are now
having to compete like they have
never before," said Dr. L. Gayle
Rayburn of the Fogelman College
of Business and Economics. "And
many hospitals are beginning to
operate like other industries by in
stalling financial controls. This
places hospital accountants in the
middle of the shift in power and
control."
Rayburn, a professor of accoun
tancy who has done extensive re
search intothe healthcare industry,
recently surveyed 500 hospital
financial managers toexamine the
impact of new Medicare and insur
ance company policies.
She learned that rising health
care costs and demandsfor greater
economies had forced not-for-profit
hospitals and public institutions to
adopt management policies
formerly used only by for-profit hos

pitals.
Among those changes, she said,
has been an increased role for the
accountant and financial manager
in the health care team. And, she
said, with theaccountant has come
demands that physicians and sur
geons justify use of equipment and
support personnel.
"Physicians in the past had al
most completeautonomy," shesaid.
"Now, the demands of the stock
holders andtaxpayers, and changes
in the Medicare program andin the
way insurance companies, pay for
services havegiven the accountant
a great deal of power in the health
care field."
She said accountants are requir
ing that physicians pay moreatten
tion to the cost of medical supplies
and to avoid prescribing unneeded
tests for which reimbursement
might not be made.
The entirehealth care field is in a
state of transition because of con
cerns over high medical costs,
Rayburn said.
"The federal government is at
tempting to create a system that
will reward efficiency and penalize
inefficiency by basing Medicare
continued on page 32
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Research: Foundation,
Frontiers and Fun
They're a mixed bag, these MSU researchers, and
they add abundantly to the academic flavor of a
modern university.
By Henry Bailey

Food for thought for hungry
minds.
The scholar's greatest responsi
bility toward society.
"Doing" good science by asking
good questions.
Having fun.
These points, among others,char
acterize the resolve expressed by
Memphis State University's
research faculty.
Each year, some 30faculty mem
bers are recognized for their
research activity through theSupe
rior Performance in University
Research (SPUR) awards. The
awards bring a $5,000 research
boost toeach recipient'sdepartment
or unit.
Several of this year's recipients
shared their views on value of re
search in the university environ
ment.
"Research is rooted in the very
foundation and the best tradition
of the University," said Dr.
Fernando Burgos, associate pro
fessor, foreignlanguages andlitera
tures.
"The true mission of the Univer
sity could not possibly be achieved
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without research. Itis thescholar's
greatest responsibility toward soci
ety," he said. "Genuine teaching
must always be nurtured bya spirit
of research, which I view as a con
tinuous search for knowledge, cre
ativity and renewal."
According to Dr. M. Shah
Jahan, associate professor,
physics, the fast-moving world
doesn't encourage philosophizing
over research:"It isdone! Thedevel
opment of the world from its very
primitive state to its present state
of science of high technology, busi
ness and commerce, art and archi
tecture, is a resultof researchof one
form or another.
"Although governmentaland pri
vate institutions provide research
facilities, universities play the
major role in promoting research
and developmentat large,"he said.
"Though their programs, universi
ties bring together a community of
scholars, provide food for thought
for inquisitiveand inquiringminds,
and encourage the pursuit of scien
tific and technological research.
"Research notonly brings leader
ship and prestige tothe University,

but also opens up a means of com
munication with the community
and the outside world,"Jahan said.
Dr. Harry Bowman, professor,
Bureau of Educational Research
and Services, said his orientation
"is toward quantitative research
that has potential application in
solving problems of practical signi
ficance."
A colleague in the College of Edu
cation, Dr. William M. Jenkins,
professor, special educationand re
habilitation, said research provides
not onlya foundationbut thevehicle
within which to shake those foun
dations.
"Research enables us toconstant
ly challenge the dominant para
digm, thus expanding the frontier
of our practice," he said.
Luz deSelenia (Luchy) Burrell,
senior research associate, Regional
Economic Devlopment Center, said
she favors a balanced diet of basic
and appliedresearch on the Univer
sity menu.
"Both types of research activities
are necessaryto advanceknowledge
and improve the quality of life,"
she said. "Unfortunately, some do

not consider applied research as
highly as basic research."
The modern university has a
major role in research designed to
promote economic development,
Burrell said: "International trade
is extremely competitive and thus
the UnitedStates nolonger operates
within a protected market environ
ment.
"Universities have a tremendous
resource in their faculty and stu
dents that could be made more ac
cessible tobusinesses, industry and
government for the purpose of im
proving the nation's competitive
ness andthe economicdevelopment
opportunities ofits cities andtowns,
which will in turn improve thequa
lity of life for everyone."
For Dr. Cynthia Tucker, pro
fessor, English, a writer ofwomen's
biographies and history, research
presents a paradox:
"On onelevel, mysort ofscholarly
work is extremely isolating—it
means spending long daysalone in
the depths of the library archives or
with a word processor. Yet, my aim
in doing what it takes to retrieve a
part of the past is to build com

munity. I believehistorical scholar
ship can and should foster that
sense of solidarity we feel when we
look back on what has preceded us
and discover our kinship through
this shared legacy."
Meeting problems head on, as a
way to find useful research areas
and to help motivateteaching, has
made for a successful approach,
said Dr. Edward T. Ordman, as
sociate professor, mathematical sci
ences.
"Since MemphisState hasa worldrenowned graph theory group, I go
to alot ofcomputer sciencemeetings
and look for computer science prob
lems which I might be able tosolve,
at least in part, by talking them
over with graph theorists,"he said.
"This has led to some very inter
esting researchin themathematical
foundations underlying computer
networks. Since I frequently have
students who are very much involv
ed with such networks - they are
very important, for example, to
Federal Express, HolidayInns, and
Navy air operations - this has also
helped motivate my teaching,"
Ordman said.

Knowing what youdon't know,is
a useful startup tool for the re
searcher, in the viewof Dr. William
R. Shadish Jr., associate profes
sor, psychology.
"The hardest thing about doing
good science is asking good ques
tions," he said. "The rest may be
inconsequential otherwise.
"The second hardest thing is
seeking and using diversecriticism,
perhaps because it is so irksome.
But, it helps to identify the inevi
table flaws and biases that will cer
tainly come out in the end."
Third on the list? "Finding the
time and resources to do all this
well," Shadish said.
Th easiest thing, he added, "is
not to do the hard things."
In essence, research, one faculty
member says, goes tothe very being
of the modern university: "The
function of a university is to teach
students how to learn, and in order
to do this, we have to be able to
learn ourselves. Research is our
avenue forlearning and for creativ
ity.
"In addition, it's fun."
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Dr. David Evans researches the roots of regional
music of the South. Dr. Steven Ross examines com
puter programs and the adaptation of mathematics
instruction to microcomputers.
Excellence is what their work has in common. Each
was nameda recipientof the 1987 MSU Distinguished
Research Award.

Dr. David Evans
and Co.:
Saving the Blues
By Laurie Finn

Published by PACE & HANDY MUSIC CO. Memphis. Tbnr
"HOME OF THE BLUES"

Up Close:
MSUs Distinguished Research
Award Winners

Students in the commercial music
program are exposed to a wide vari
ety of musical styles, but producing
blues records for Evans presents
unique challenges, according to
Larry Lipman, recording studio
manager.
"We set very high standards of
audio quality for the work done by
our students," he said. "Recording
for Dr. Evans means they must try
to maintain the authenticnature of
the music, rather than work for
pure audio quality.It's a challenge
to many of them to be able to
preserve the unique sound of these
musicians and their music, while
maintaining overall quality."
When selecting artists, Evans
looks forthose who have thatunique
sound and an individual style. He
tries to include both urban and

rural musicians, because of the dis
tinctive characteristics of each.
"Singers from rural areas tend to
rely more on traditional, older
styles, while urban artists usually
perform in bands and have a more
contemporary sound. Their music
is often played on radio stations
that are oriented to the black com
munity," he said.
Despite his scholarly interest in
all kinds of folk music, including
the blues, Evans is occasionally
forced to take a business approach
and consider themarketability of a
musician or a group.
"I don't like to let commercial
concerns enter into the selection
process. The artistic merit and cul
tural significance is much more
important to me. But the company
is basically self-sufficient now, and
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I'd likeit tostay thatway. However,
I hope we can afford to continue to
record people even though their
records may not be big sellers," he
said.
The publishing companies are
essentially self-sustaining,generat
ing income through record sales,
royalties and leasing. Musicians
are compensated with royalties and
a percentage of theproduct, or hon
oraria.
Largely because of Evans' mar
keting and promotion efforts, blues
records on the High Waterlabel are
played on over 100radio stationsin
the U.S. and are sold in Europe and
Japan. One record reached the
fourth spot on a"hits list"in Italy,
and two others have been leased by
a record company in France. Evans
has also taken some of the artists
on tours in this country and over
seas.
Although blues is prominent in
the records Evans has produced,
gospel and jazzare wellrepresented.
He and communication students
have alsoproduced a video featuring
The Fieldstones, a blues band dis
covered in a south Memphis club.
According to Ranta, the video has
been licensed to HBO, Cinemax
and the Black Entertainment Net
work.
Evans continues to bring musi
cians into the studio, but hopes to
eventually do some field recording.
"I like the ability in a studio to get
clean, technically good recordings,
but I also value the spontaneity of
live recording," hesays. "It requires
sophisticated recording equipment
to go out intothe field, but you get a
better, more natural performance
in a natural setting."
Because of the efforts of MSU
and Evans, some of the blues musi
cians in this area may be singing
their songs with smiles on their
faces.
Blues musiciansdown Southhave
been singing their songs for de
cades, but these days they're doing
it with a little more feeling.
Over the last 25years, the market
for their music has dwindled, and

Dr. David Evans

"We saw our work as a 1980s continuation of what
Sam Phillips started in the '50s at Sun Records, so we
began numbering our records where he left off. Not
only does Dr. Evans' work preserve the blues, it gives
the style visibility. . . "
-Dr. Richard Ranta, dean,
College of Communication and Fine Arts
recording opportunities have be
come scarce. Traditional blues mu
sic, considered by many to be the
cornerstone of American music and
an integralpart ofSouthern culture
and history, is becoming a vanish
ing art form.
Memphis State is working to pre
serve traditional blues music in the
Mid-South by recording and pro
moting bluesmusicians. The reason
is two-fold:to provide the musicians
with the chance to make records,
since few commercial studios spe
cialize in the style;and to document
the bluesscene and build an archive
of traditional blues music.
The preservation effort is impor
tant, accordingto Dr. David Evans,
MSU music professor and coordi
nator of the ethnomusicology doc
toral program. "Because of declin
ing interest in this type of music,
the traditional styles are becoming

more diffused, in part because of
'pop' and cross-regional influences.
Many blues artists arealtering their
styles to suit the market," he said.
Despite the wealth of localtalent,
Evans says there has been very
little traditional blues recording in
Memphis sincethe mid-1950s,when
Sam Phillipsturned hisSun Records
studio in other directions.
"Being herein Memphis,the home
of the blues, it seemed only natural
that wewould want tofocus on that
style. Music reflects the develop
ment of our country, and we think
the blues are extremely important
in understanding the rootsof Amer
ican music," said Dr. Richard
Ranta, dean of MSU's College of
Communication and Fine Arts.
"The blues pull together the di
verse ethnicand racial fabric of our
country. The music is a mixture,
with roots in African music, which

is tempered by the white-dominated
experience in the South and mixed
with a sound from urban areas of
today. All of this gives it a rich
American flavor," he said.
In 1979, Evans began recording
rural and urban blues musicians in
West Tennessee, Arkansas, Missis
sippi andnortheast Louisiana.With
a grant from the National Endow
ment for the Arts, he released four
45 RPM records the following year.
He has since produced 15 singles
and nine albums, with another due
out in June, some with partial sup
port from MSU Faculty Research
Grants.

companies, Music River Publishing
and Mississippi River Music Pub
lishing. All of Evans' blues records
are now produced in theon-campus
studio.
"Although we record all styles of
music now
(on the High Water
label), we initially specialized in
blues, and emphasized it even to
the point of using a blue label,"said
Ranta. "We saw our work as a
1980s continuation of what Sam
Phillips started in the '50s at Sun
Records, so we began numbering
our 45s where he left off. Not only
does Dr. Evans' work preserve the
blues, it gives the style viability
and enhances the possibility of
growth of the sound and its com
mercial success."
High Water Records has produced
about 29 singles and albums in its
seven-year history, spanning the
fields of pop, classical, jazz, gospel
and the blues. All technical work is
done by MSU students majoring in
commercial music. The program,
which culminates in a bachelor of
music degree, was established in
the early 1980s and is one of only a
handful of such programs in the
country fully accredited by the Na
tional Association of Schools of
Music. Students major in commer
cial music and choose a concentra
tion in composition/arranging,
studio liveperformance, musicbusi
ness or recording/engineering, and
complete a comprehensive course
of study in music theory and com
mercial music.
"The idea behind my work, and
The University maintains an ex
the grants, is to give a 'shot in the
cellent relationship with commer
arm' to traditional blues by giving
cial recording professionals in the
these recording opportunities tothe
area, drawing upon them to teach
musicians who are still active in
courses in the program. They pro
the area.The recordingsare viewed
vide that all-important link with
as a way to spread the sound of
the "real world" of commercial
their music and increasetheir pres
music. High Water consciously
tige atthe localand regionallevels,"
avoids directcompetition with com
Evans said.
mercial studios, focusing instead
Initially, the records were made
on work by-passed by commercial
at commercial studios in Memphis.
interests
or on education-related
But in 1980, the University began
work, such as recording University
construction on a fully equipped,
ensembles
and music department
24-track recording studio and
faculty.
founded a recording company,High
Water Records, andtwo publishing
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Making Pals through CAL:
Dr. Steven Ross
Computer-assisted learning means breaking the ice
that has chilled relationships between students and
difficult subjects.
By Gary Garth

Dr. Steven Ross

The wave of the future has
crashed into today's classrooms,
bathing teachers and pupils with
high-tecli and high-speed, computerassisted learning.
Computers are joining the chalk
board asa regular piece ofclassroom
paraphernalia and through his re
search in computer-assisted learn
ing (CAL), Dr. Steven Ross, pro30

fessor in the department of founda
tions of education, is helping put
the University on the crest of that
education/electronics wave.
Ross has worked with grade
school and college-level students
and is finding that computer-aided
studies can lead to an increase in
learning.
In studies with children from

MSU's Campus School, Ross
learned that personalized studies
stirred deeper student interest,
which lead to stronger classroom
performance.
"Specifically, what we did was
personalize the material so that
when children were asked to do
word problems, whichare very diffi
cult for children, the problem each
student received was personalized
by computer," he explained.
Ross incorporated information
about the students' family, pets,
hobbies, and favorite television
shows into a computer program.
When the pupilswere asked to solve
personalized problems, academic
performance took an upswing.
"When an examplewould appear
on the screen it would have the
student's name in it, and would
apply the math concept to things
and people in the student's life," he
said. "What that seemed to do was
create tremendous motivation and
interest in the material, and it pro
duced a significant increase in
learning."
The program relies on a basic
learning concept: People relate bet
ter to things with which they are
familiar.

the tutor can access that informa
"Mathematical materials, either
tion, correct it, make some com
with or without the computer, are
ments, and send it back."
learned better when people can
This typeof tutor-pupil communi
relate them to something they al
cation will allow many students,
ready know," Ross said.
who might not otherwise have the
Increased production through
benefit of tutors, to receive the aca
personalized learningis notlimited
demic assistance they need.
to gradeschool pupils. When college
"It would be nice if we could
students were employed in the re
supply tutors for all the kids who
search, the results were similar.
need them," said Ross, "but it's
Ross said that CAL can help
very expensive to bring a tutor in
students overcomethe intimidation
contact with the student. With this
of some classes. Statistics, for
system, you can put the student
example, intimidate some students
and tutor in contact through the
because of its math content. When
telephone. That's part of what this
mathematics can be personalized,
is trying to explore."
learning can take a positive turn.
The computers which have made
"I teach a course in statistics,"
their way into the classrooms are
said Ross, "and let's say that I
here to stay, Ross believes, but he
knew that you were into writing or
emphasizes that the ma chines do
publishing. I would devise a statisti
not diminish the importance of
cal concept which had something
to do with journalism, then I think
teachers.
"There is no turning back with
you might have a better basis for
the use of computers in schools," he
understanding it."
said. "I thinkit's excitingthat we're
The research is continuing.
using computers in education. But,
Through a new project - the Apple
they are in no way a replacement
Computer Classroom of Tomorrow
for teachers. The role of teachers is
(ACOT) -some MemphisCity School
more critical than ever, and the
children are being exposed to a
computer is becoming another tool
computer classroom environment.
they will have at their disposal."
The city school pupils are also able
to work electronically with collegelevel tutors who are students in
MSU's Master of Arts in Teaching
Honeysuckle
(MAT) program. The program,
continued, from page 5
which began with the 1987 fall
semester, will not only serve as a
research tool, but willgreatly benefit
been eating honeysuckle, Weckerly
city school children and MSU stu
found. Soybeans were found in 60
dents.
percent of the winter-killed deer.
The ACOT program does not ex
Honey locust fruit was also found
pose students to tutors in the tradi
in the majority of the samples.
tional way, according to Ross. Tutor
Weckerly, a graduate of Eastern
and pupil will notwork face-to-face,
New Mexico University who plans
but rather, screen-to-screen.
to teach after receiving his doc
"The innovativething isthat the
torate, said the deer diet may vary
tutors work with the students
from area to area.
through modems,"said Ross."Each
"I saw differences in whatI found
child has his or her own computer
in each county,"he said."But there
at home. At night, well after every
will be gross similarities in deer
body has gone home from school,
anywhere in this region.The exact
the student and the tutor can talk
percentages will change from place
over the modem. Or,it may justbe a
to place, but I'd say there won't be
case wherethe student will transmit
huge differences in what the ani
something he or she has done mals eat."
maybe some writing or math - and

Weighty Fears
continued from page 11

"This puts the onus on the antismoking people to come up with an
effective alternative," Klesges said.
"This is the day of cost-effective
ness, he said. "If we can identify
those who worry about gaining
weight, we can set up an intensive
program that will deal with those
fears.
"It's not going to do any good to
tell these people that stopping
smoking isgood for them if they are
afraid that they are going to gain
weight," he said. "We'll probably
have tooffer someexercise program
along with the smoking clinic to
remove that fear."

Dinks

continued from page 19

ally, that's when women take time
out forchild-bearing and child-rear
ing. The women drop out at a very
critical time, and they never really
make up for that. The DINKs are
weighing the cost and saying it's
not worth it for them," Crase said.
Crase citesthe trend toward mar
rying later in life and the avail
ability of birth control as contribut
ing to the evolution of DINKs.
"As an individual, this type of
person is committed to career and
is looking fbr the right mate along
the way; but it's not an overriding
concern. So,DINKS would typically
be older when chey marry," she
said.
v
With the introduction of the birth
control p:11 in the early 1960s,
women began to exercise more con
trol during their child-bearing
years. Crase says since that time
women have been able to delay,
limit and control their reproductive
lives. And an increasing number of
couples aresimply choosingto exer
cise that control.
"A a society, we still expect indi
viduals to grow up, get married,
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have children and live happily ever
after. They (DINKs) are willing to
say that's not for them.
"They have the option to make
other choices - and they do," she
said.

Salamander
continued from page 21

"About three nights a week, I go
out there and scoop out the
metamorphs," hesaid. "Theyswim
around the edge of thetank waiting
for me, it seems."
But in other tanks,large numbers
of salamanders remain in the larvae
stage with gills and fins. Yet both
metamorphic salamandersand the
paedomorphic versions can repro
duce.
Semlitsch says one of the major
questions about paedomorphosis is
whether it is environmentally or
genetically induced.
"We know there is an environ
mental component,"he said. "There
are a number of environmental
factors."
Semlitsch has learned that sala
manders hatched in permanent
ponds with a low population density
tend to become paedomorphic.
Larvae hatched in ponds wherethe
water level slowly drops are likely
to metamorphose, he says.
Semlitsch is also looking into
genetic factors.
"There is a genetic component,
but it is weak," he said. "But we
haven't been able to study enough
generations to be sure of the exact
mechanism."
Although his research has con
centrated on amphibians, Semlitsch
says otherscientists may beable to
use his techniques and the informa
tion he has gathered on these pro
cesses on other species.
"Insects go through a metamor
phosis," he says. "For example,
mosquitoes don't display paedo
morphosis, but they do metamor
phose into winged adults and they
can spread disease when they take

that drink of blood. If we can figure
out a way to keep mosquitoesin the
aquatic larval form, we can stop
the transmissionof a lot of diseases,
such as heartworms in dogs and
malaria in humans."
Semlitsch saidthe techniques and
processes he has learned about in
his salamanderstudy can be applied
in many other biological areas.
"Sometimes, it's not just the
specific finding," he said. "The
technique or the processes can be
just as important or more impor
tant."

Fiscal

continued from page 23

payments on a predetermined
amount per discharged patient,"
she said.
Until 1983, health care institu
tions were paid for treating Medi
care and Medicaid patients accord
ing to a system of fees based in part
of the actual cost of the treatment.
Since then, however, the federal
government has been using a fixed
price system based on the illness of
the patient.
Patients are classified according
to Diagnosis Related Groups which
determine how much the govern
ment will pay for each hospital
stay or treatment.
"This new reimbursement system
represents anattempt by the federal
government tofurnish an incentive
for hospitals to provide patient care
more economically since thecost of
health care has risen so rapidly,"
Rayburn said.
"It used to be thatif a patient had
complications and had to stay in
the hospital a few days longer than
normal, the hospital would be paid
for those extra days," she said.
"Now, if the patient has complica
tions, the hospital is going to eat
the difference between what Medi
care pays and what it costs to treat
the patient."
But if a patient can be discharged
earlier than normal, she said the
hospital can increase its profit.

The new payment plan encour
ages hospital managers to take
steps to reduce costs in ways they
never consider before,she said.One
result of the economy campaign,
she said, has been some hospitals'
refusal to admit patients who lack
insurance coverage.
"There's been so much publicity
about hospitals that won't accept
poor patients," she said. "But
they've been forced into it. Private
hospital administrators feel that it
shouldn't be their duty to bear the
cost of treating these patients when
there are taxpayer-supported hos
pitals."
Hospitals are closing floors and
laying off skilled and unskilled
workers because of overcapacity in
acute treatment areas, she said. At
the sametime, hospitals are offering
services such as rehabilitation and
drug and alcohol treatment to in
crease income, Rayburn said.
She said accountants are better
equipped by their training to iden
tify waste and to track costs to
individual patients.
"A fewyears ago,"she said, "most
hospitals didn't worry about the
cost of certain tests. Now it is im
perative that the financial
man
agers know how much each test
costs because they have to be able
to track that back to the individual
patient."
Rayburn said the new emphasis
on economy and efficiency is caus
ing some worry within the medical
community.
"There is concern that this will
affect the quality of patient care,"
she said. "This emphasis on costcutting—what will itdo? I think the
jury is still out. Hopefully we can
have efficiency and quality patient
care."
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